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ABSTRACT

In this extended abstract, an auditory theory based feature
extraction algorithm is proposed for cover song identifica-
tion task. In our algorithm, first, the time-varying loudness
of the input music is counted with gs2002 model to sim-
ulate the frequency-dependent transmission characteristics
of the outer ear. Next, the output is filtered by the gam-
machirp filterbank to model the frequency selective charac-
teristic of the basilar membrane. Then, the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) is performed on the filterbank’s outputs
to achieve decorrelation of them. Finally, the Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) is operated on the DCT com-
pacted features to reduce their dimension and maintain the
discriminative performance, simultaneously. In addition,
the proposed acoustic feature is combined with one of the
most efficient similarity method, called Qmax, to evalu-
ate its performance in audio cover song identification task
in 2014 Music Information Retrieval Evaluation Exchange
(MIREX).

1. INTRODUCTION

A cover song is an alternative version, performance, rendi-
tion, or recording of a previously recorded musical piece,
so it might differ from their original in several musical as-
pects such as timbre, tempo, song structure, main tonality,
arrangement, lyrics, or language of the vocals [1]. Thus,
cover song identification task is a big challenge. Most of
the available systems use PCP, a feature based on musi-
cal information, or its variation as primary source of in-
formation, because it is 1) robust to noise and non-tonal
sounds, 2) independent of loudness and dynamics, 3) in-
dependent of tuning [2]. However, the PCP feature or its
variation does not take the listener’s auditory perception
when presented with music into consideration, so it can
not process the music as human’s ears do. To solve this
problem, a new acoustic feature extraction algorithm is
put forward for cover song identification task. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed scheme, it is combined
with Qmax similarity method [1] and sent to the auditory
cover song identification task of 2014 Music Information
Retrieval Evaluation Exchange (MIREX) [3].
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2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The schematic diagram for the proposed feature extraction
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

(i) Pre-processing: to make the feature extracting proce-
dure more efficient and faster, the input music is converted
from stereo to mono and then resampled to 8 kHz. The
pre-processed music is denoted as s.

(ii) Framing: the pre-processed music s is windowed
into short frames {si|i = 1, · · · , N} of 464 ms with no
overlap between subsequent windows, because the non-
stationary music signal can be assumed to be stationary for
such a short interval and it will facilitate the time-frequency
analysis. The most important is that it will increase the ef-
ficiency of the feature extraction procedure.

(iii) Loudness counting: to simulate the transfer func-
tion from the sound field to the oval window of the cochlea,
each frame si is filtered by the time-varying loudness counter
gm2002 [4] (the code of which can be found on website 1 )
to get sgm i. The purpose is to compensate for the frequency-
dependent transmission characteristics of the outer ear, the
tympanic membrane, and the middle ear.

(iv) Gammachirp filterbank [5] filtering and down-sampling:
to simulate the frequency selective characteristic of the basi-
lar membrane of human ear, each loudness filtered signal
sgm i is passed through a gammachirp filterbank that is
composed of Nc channels to get

Sgc gm i =
[
s(1)gc gm i, · · · , s

(j)
gc gm i, · · · , s

(Nc)
gc gm i

]
,

i = 1, · · · , N
(1)

where s(j)gc gm i is obtained by passing sgm i through the j-
th channel of the gammachirp filterbank. The center fre-
quency of the filters in the filterbank ranges from 100 Hz
to 20 kHz.

The gammachirp filter has a well-defined impulse re-
sponse (see Eq.(2)), so gammachirp filterbank is an ex-
cellent candidate for an asymmetric, level dependent au-
ditory filterbank in time-domain models of auditory pro-
cessing [5].

gj(t) = atn−1e−2πbERB(fj)tcos(2πfjt+c ln t+φ), (t > 0)
(2)

where t represents time, a, n, b, fj , c and φ are param-
eters, ln is the natural logarithmic operator. ERB(fj) is
the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) of the fil-
ter centered at fj , and at moderate levels ERB(fj) =
24.7 + 0.108fj in Hz.

1 http://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/aimmat.



Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed feature extraction algorithm.

To reduce the dimension of the feature, the output of
each channel s(j)gc gm i is down sampled to 100 Hz to get

ŝ(j)gc gm i. Thus, for each frame si, we get an auditory fea-
ture matrix, denoted as Ŝgc gm i

Ŝgc gm i =
[
ŝ(1)gc gm i, · · · , ŝ

(Nc)
gc gm i

]
(3)

(v) Half-wave rectification: To simulate the response of
hair cell to the output of the basilar membrane and keep
it phase-locked to the peaks in the wave, the half-wave
rectification is applied on the downsampled output of the
gammachirp filterbank to get the auditory feature matrix
Ŝgc gm i. This step is only included in version NC3, but
not in version NC2. This is the only difference between
these two versions.

(vi) Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): to achieve en-
ergy compaction, DCT is applied on the auditory feature
matrix Ŝgc gm i (see Eq.(4)) to get Ŝdct gc gm i.

Ŝdct gc gm i = Ŝgc gm i × XDCT (4)

where the elements XDCT (m1,m2) of the XDCT is de-
fined as

XDCT (m1,m2) =

√
2

Nc
cos

(
π

2Nc
·m1 · (2m2 − 1)

)
,

m1,m2 = 1, · · · , Nc
(5)

Only the front half of each colunm in matrix Ŝdct gc gm i

is reserved, thus, we get Ŝhalf dct gc gm i.
(vii) NMF: To reduce the dimension of compacted audi-

tory feature matrix further and maintain its discriminative
performance at the same time, rank 1 NMF is performed
on Ŝhalf dct gc gm i with Eq.(6).

Ŝhalf dct gc gm i ≈ wi × fi (6)

Then, fi = [fi(q)|q = 1, · · · , Nc/2] is the acoustic feature
of the frame si. And the feature matrix F of the whole song
is gotten as follow.

F =
[
f1T , · · · , fiT , · · · , fNT

]
(7)

where T indicates matrix transposing.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed feature in

an audio cover song identification task, it was combined

with one of the most efficient similarity measures, called
Qmax [1], and submitted to the audio cover song identifi-
cation task in MIREX 2014.

3. CONCLUSIONS

A new feature extraction scheme is proposed for an au-
dio cover song identification task. This scheme is different
from the available ones because: i) Most of the available
schemes extract feature based on music theory, while the
proposed one composes feature based on auditory model.
ii) Different dimension reduction methods, such as resam-
pling, DCT and NMF, are combined in the proposed scheme
to reduce the feature’s dimension to the largest extent to
make the similarity measuring much faster. Our future
work is to study the feature extraction algorithm combin-
ing the merits of auditory model and music theory.
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